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Tattle Tales: Essays & Stories Along the Way is a delightful 
assortment of thoughtful short stories that are insightful and 
engaging. This collection shares the truths found in our lives through 
carefully developed themes that resonate easily with our own realities. 
The book travels around the country and the world with its short 
stories and essays. East Coast, West Coast, and across the continent.

Essays range from a riff on the importance of finding a well-fitting 
bra to fictional imaginings about a divorcée who seeks healing on 
her trip to a remote Caribbean island. The author’s keen perception 
and compassion light the way in this diverse assembly of entertaining 
observational gems.

“The most memorable entries are those that skew toward fiction; “Lace” 
is particularly lovely example of Rolnick’s mastery at conjuring images 
of such things as handmade lace and deep-sea diving, which highlight 
the allure of travel....Rolnick offers many observational gems to enjoy. 

Resonant reflections from a skilled literary artist.” 
--Kirkus Review

“In Tattle Tales, Abbe Rolnick’s joie de vivre is evident. These stories 
and essays take you to an inner realm where Abbe, the observer, 

contemplates an ever-changing landscape called life. Her enthusiasm 
and passion thread through each thoughtful piece.” 

--Mary Elizabeth Gillilan, Editor, Clover: A Literary Rag
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Abbe Rolnick grew up in Baltimore and experienced her first major cultural jolt at 
age 15 when her family moved to Miami Beach, Florida. History came alive with her 
exposure to Cuban culture. After attending Boston University, she lived in Puerto Rico, 
where she owned a bookstore. River of Angels, flowing from her experiences there, is 
the first novel in a series that continues with Color of Lies and Founding Stones. Abbe 
resides with her husband Jim on twenty acres in Skagit Valley, Washington.
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